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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Melodia has contributed to the dictionary with 152 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
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a cada santo le llega su hora
It means that we all have to die.  That no one stays here. 

a palabras necias oidos sordos
It means that when someone lies you don't have to pay attention to them Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be pass olympic, become Swedish

a primera vista
It means when a couple or someone as soon as they see something already wants it or the couple fall in love when they
see each other.

accidentologico
Means relating to or dealing with accidents

alineados
It means lining up certain items or people

almuñécar
It is a town of Granada

aló presidente
It's a way to respond to a call from the president.  It's like saying: say, President. 

amenazadoras
It is said of people who bully you by telling you that they are going to do bad things to you

amor fraterno
It is the feeling you have for the family, especially brothers

antifrancés
Person who hates anything related to France or its inhabitants

antigenérico
They are the people who hate the opposite gender to their own.  Men who hate women or vice versa

antiuniversitario
Person who doesn't like college or hates college

anuncios
It is a wedge that is put on the radio to explain a product such as , what characteristic it has, if it is good, to make it
known



apretaló
Imperative form of the verb squeeze. 

arroz chino
Rice grown and produced in China. 

austro-húngaro
European Empire started with the first Emperor of the Habsburgs, Franz Josef and ended in 1914 with the death of the
heir to the crown who was Archduke Franz Ferdinand (known in Spanish-speaking countries as Francisco Fernando) 

avidamente
It means greedily, quickly

baile callejero
A street dance is a dance that is celebrated in the street, like the one we are now having in Martorell. 

barrio obrero
It is said of the neighborhood where only workers live

body milk
It is a body milk, that is, a cream for the body

bombonas
It is said of the containers where butane or any other gas is kept, to sell it and be able to be used for cooking, heating.  . 
.  . 

calcetínes
It is a garment that is worn on the feet to warm them up.  They can be made of wool, cotton, silk.  .  . 

canarias
Archipelago of African Islands, belonging to Spain.  In them the banana is raised, there are tomatoes, pineapples is the
Teide volcano.  .  . Some of them are Tenerife , Gran Canària , Las Palmas , Fuerteventura , Graciosa , La Gomera ,
Hierro , Lanzarote .  .  .  .  It is also called to women born in the Canary Islands and the female of the canary (bird) 

catherine
It is the French translation of the Castilian given name Catalina.  Just as Georges would be Jorge, Maurice would be
Mauricio and a long etcetera.  Note: Catherine was the name of the mother of Fernando de Lesseps (I put it in Spanish,
because if not someone is going to ask the meaning of Ferdinand) 

centelleos
It is said of a flickering light

ceñudas



Cenyuda vol dir : person who has the puckered cenyo

chimpolazo
In Japanese it would be copular, since the chinpo in Japan is the pija

comerse un colín
It is an expression that means a fracàs in something

como una bola
It is said of someone who is very fat, who is very overweight

consumidas
It is said of the foods that have been eaten or of the people who suffer so much their health is undermined

convulsos
Person suffering from seizures.  Confused, agitated

corriente de agua
A stream of water is a water that flows through a channel, such as a river, a canal, an adequada.  .   .  . 

cremita
It is a diminutive of cream, which is put on to heal the hands, punished skin.  It is mostly used with children

dar autoridad
To give authority means to empower a person to do something that he really has no right to.  The interested party
authorizes him, that is, gives him the permission to do so on his behalf.

de fácil acceso
Which is a thing with ease to get to

de viva voz
It means verbally, directly, speaking to the public

dejarse algo en el tintero
Leaving something in the inkwell means when you forget to say something that may be important. 

desarrolladora
Person who develops, that is, who shapes an idea

destinos
It is the plural of destiny, that is, the place where a person has to go or the fate of that person.  That's what's going to
happen to him



difuminación
Action and effect of blurring . To blur is to lighten a color until it is left as a shadow

dionisio
Dionysius is a masculine given name.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be dioni 40, diminutive 41, 

dolencias
They are diseases of some organ in question, of the liver, of the heart.  .  . 

embusteras
Tell yourself about people who don't tell the truth

enchufable
Any equipment that can be plugged in

est
It is the Catalan form of . Cardinals East Point

estados unidos de américa
It is a country of the American continent that is formed by 50 mini-countryes that functions as a federal state.  Some
states are Utah, Texas, Florida, Califòrnia, Virgínia, North Carolina, Atlànta.  .  . Its capital is Washington and its current
president is Joe Biden Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be u s a , e e u u u

estructura musical
It is said what a composition is composed of

estuvo presente a pesar del dolor
It means that despite the grief you feel you go where you have to go.

europeas
Person from Europe

forma de actuar
It is said how a person behaves in an act.  In the . Let it be . 

galaxy
It is galàxia in English and also a model of mobile phone

gran bretaña
It is the official name of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland

grifo



Colloquial way of referring to the penis.  It has its origin in that during ejaculation the semen comes out to pressure, like
the water by the tap.  There are guys who call it a milk tap. 

guerreras
It is said of women who fight in a war, but it can also be said of women who stand up when they are attacked

hacer ejercicio
Practice some type of sport, walk, pedal.  .  . 

helicópteros
Helicopters are vehicles with rotating blades on the roof that once underway allow it to fly.  It's like an airplane, but with
blades

heridota
Wound is a large wound

herramienta
In my country, it is a colloquial way of designating the penis.  With that it is essential to copulate and to fertilize a woman
because that is why it is called a tool.  And what a tool!

hijueputada
It is said when someone does a very bad action or a bad trick on you.

hojas
It is said of the booklet where it is written, it is also called to the pages of the books, to the part where the plant realitza
the photosynthesis.  .  .  .  . 

hombres
It is the generic name for all male persons over the age of 18

inc
Inc stands for S. To.  In English.  That is, Sociedad Anonima

instrumento
Colloquial way of referring to the penis.  Apparently the virile member works as an instrument, since when played it
immediately works.  And also the glans is thin as a tongue and with a hole to work just like the wind instrument

interjecciones
Say the words that serve to attract attention, or to give encouragement, or complain about something.  Examples would
be: Eh, oh, ah, buf, puaj, ay.  .  .  . 

invivible
It's something you can't live



írsele la mano
It's said when someone hits you for no reason

jugar a las muñecas
It means when girls take their dolls and imagine that they are their daughters, feed them, dress them, take them for a
walk.  .  . 

katharina
Katharina is a German woman's given name meaning Catherine

kinkillero
A kinkillero is a person who likes or is a supporter of kinkis.  A kinki is an uncivil person with a bad life

lenguaje de sordos
It is said of the language that is made with the hands, that according to how you put your hand it is one letter or another

licencia retórica
It is said for when in a story or in a novel to , give greater emphasis they put a fictionalized fact

lujo futbolístico
It is said of an excessively expensive thing, something that can not be afforded more than a rich

made in hollywood
Tell yourself of any word, fact or narration so fictitious that it can only be a movie.   It's said made in Hollywood ,
because that's where the movies are made.

magón
Magician Augmentative

maily
Anglicism by postal address

manguera
Colloquial way of referring to the penis.  By morphological similarity and also functional, since there are those who call it
semen hose.  The person who sells mangoes can also be told

michifú
It's a name people often give their cat

microepisodio
It is said of the episode of a short sèrie extremedament, less than 6 minutes



minga
In Spain it is a col form.  Lochial to call the penis.  It seems to come from mingare (piar in Latin) one of the functions of
this organ.

monasterios
Monàsterios is the plural of monastery that is a male convent, that is, where the friars live and pray, in some cuidant
expositors.  .  . 

morango
Morango means strawberry in Portuguese

muy bruto
It is said of the person that he is very beastly, either in aggressiveness or ignorance.

muy feliz
To have a lot of joy for something.   It is also said when you have touched something or have won a contest.  .  . 

música parrandera
Say of the music that is used in parties and festivals

nacido en
In what appears in the passaport or identity document to know in which city or country you have come into the world

nietos
They are your son's or daughter's children. 

niña de la repetición
It is said of the person that he is always talking about the same thing and never changes the subject.

no dejarse algo en el tintero
It is said when something is told in detail, without forgetting anything

nomen romanum
It is the Latin way of saying Roman name. 

oftalmofobia
It means having an irrational fear of eye doctors and opticians

okupado
Tell of any place or house inhabited by squatters

orinada



It is said of the person who has peed on top

panza roja
It is said of the person who has the red abdominal area

parientes
It is said of all relatives that they are not parents or siblings

particulares
Things are called private or that are only for a certain group of people.

paz mental
Tell yourself about the state in which a totally relaxed person is

pecho tierra
It is an order given in war to camouflage the soldiers so that the enemy does not hit the target when shooting

petrificados
It means to be stunned, like stone, to lock oneself.

pibe chorro
In Argentina, a pibé chorro is a child who steals

picha
In my wife's country, Hungary is a colloquial way of referring to female sex.  Just as it is generally used for the male
urination organ, because it is seen that in some countries it is used to define that of the woman, since also the woman

picho
Way to refer-se to the penis.  Its origin is from the onomatopoeia pis and is male form of picha. 

pichones
It can be two things: either you drink pigeons, or large pigeons.

pichurri
Pichurri comes from the Basque pitxilin, tiny.  It means my life , love I quote . 

pija
It is said of a person who by his manners of behaving, dressing or talking, appears to be of an upper class.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be painting (Peru), child well (Spain), strawberry (South America). 

pijo
Colloquial way of referring to the male sex.  The origin is unknown, there are several theories, but I do not know which is



correct, not even if any is.  What is known with certainty is that it is one of the words that define the virile member.

pijotero
Person who catches small fish and does not throw them into the sea

pincho
In Peru it is a way of calling the male sex.  Formal and functional for obvious reasons

pipino
In Itàlia pipino is a childish way of designating the penis Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be cazzo,
piscello

pistola
Way to call the male member.  Just as the gun fires bullets, so also the member shoots semen or urine.

pixada
It is the Catalan translation of piss.  You can also say pixarrada. 

plantígrados
This is the name given to animals that walk supporting the plant. Standing on the ground

platanillo de cuba
It is a plant known as horse cane, to which multiple health benefits are attributed.

poner las cartas sobre la mesa
It means to set the record straight, that is, to clarify things.

popola
In Puerto Rico it is used to designate female urinary parts. 

por tocamientos
It is said of the denúncia that is made by palpating a person certain parts of his body without his desire

poronga
It's a way to call . male sexual organ.  Apparently it comes from the word boss, because the penis is the head of the
copula

puntos negros
It is said of a place on a road where there are many accidents

púsose
Conjugacions de subjuntiu del vérbo poner



que no tiene chiste
It means that it is such an unpleasant thing that it is not funny at all.

quedarse absorto
It means to be-enraptured, attracted by whatever

qué vaina
In Colombia it is equivalent to saying, that thing

radioperiódico
It is said of the news bulletins that are broadcast on the radio

rajita rica
Ràjita rica, refers, as we can imagine a female sex desembre .  They say rich rajita as they can say beautiful rajita, good
rajita.  .  . 

recontratación
It is said of volver to hire someone

rendondillas
It is said of a thing that it is circular in diminutive plan

responsables
They are the people who make a commitment and fulfill it

rey mago
A wise man is one of three characters who visited Jesus Christ and offered him gold, frankincense, and myrrh.  Their
names were Melchior, Caspar and Balthasar.  On January 6, which commemorates his party, gifts are made to
everyone

robar electricidad
It is said of the action of turning on a neighbor's electricity so as not to pay a bill

romper el cascarón
It is said when a young person decides to emancipate himself and live his own life

ropa de fiesta
It is said of the clothes that you wear for a celebration. 

ropa para niñas
Clothing for girls is clothing made for a young female audience, such as skirts, dresses, pants without panties.  .  . 



salsa de tomate
Tomato sauce is a dressing made with tomato, onion, salt and sugar.   Put the tomato in the pan and put salt, onion and
a little sugar and let the tomato get its juice.  If you are bothered to find pieces of tomato or onion, you can pass it
through the minipimer

sapo
In Bolivia the toad is the urinary organ of women. 

ser jactancioso
Person who brags a lot and who believes he is the best

ser parte
It means when someone is something or is in a commonality and is of it, by relationship of kinesc, amistat, work.  .  . 

sicarios
People who are hired to teach someone a lesson, a policy, a crime.  .  .  . 

sicoafectiva
It is a mental illness that has symptoms of schizophrenia and bipolaritat.  They have to take medication of both, since
they have symptoms of both

signo cartografico
A map sign is an indication on a world map or atles to know the exact location of a place. 

sirenita
It's a little mermaid.  The best known is Ariel, the protagonist of the film of the same title

stargate
Stargate means literally translated from the English door of the stars

taco de reina
It is a flower that can be eaten as a substitute for basil in pesto sauce.

tanger palabra
Tànger is a city in Morocco, so the word Tànger alludes to that city.

televisor inteligente
It is said that the TV can connect to the Internet and that it can be operated by mobile

tener amor propio
It means to have pride, not to be ashamed of oneself



tener cojones
It means having courage, being brave.   In a female plan it would be to have ovaries. 

tener las de perder
It is said when a person is in inferiority and has no defense against his aggressor. 

terceros
They are those who go after the seconds and before the quarters in ordinal numbers.  That is, the person who is in
position number three

trabajo sexual asociado
Sex work means prostitution.  They are people who offer sex in exchange for money

trajes tipicos
It is said of the typical dress of each region of a country

travesías
Say of a street or way of passage

vídeos
Say of any audiovisual content that contains images

zona peligrosa
Tell yourself where there is a risk that something could happen to you


